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IN SEARCH OF UNDERWATER PYRAMIDS —
by Nick Edwards

In early June, 1978, I joined George Gele'in an expedi- 
tion to look for suspected, underwater pyramids in the Gulf 
of Mexico.

George, a fellow researcher from Baton Rouge, Louisi
ana, alertly discovered pyramid appearing structures re
corded in NASA photos taken from space by satellites in 
orbit, high above the Mississippi River Delta region.

By coincidence, and from above, the mouth of the Mis
sissippi bears a striking resemblence to the Nile Delta in 
Egypt. The warming trend since the last ice age over the 
last 12,000 years has since covered this region with an addi
tional 20 foot depth of water. Some 100 centuries ago the 
Mississippi delta area may have been the center of a vast 
and highly developed civilization. The constant erosion and 
sand deposits created in the lower Mississippi throughout 
the. millenia may have completely covered over the last 
träces of a great and ancient civilization, its cities, homes, 
culture, roadways and other landmarks, possibly with the 
exception of its fallest, and most indestructible structures 
or monuments, Gele'believes are Pyramids.

Fürther examination of the NASA photos revealed sever
al pyramids and structural complexes near the Chandeleur 
Islands located in the Gulf of Mexico, about 75 miles east- 
southeast of New Orleans. This island group trends north 
and south in an arc some 35 miles long.

Ed Tascher, a good friend and also a pyramid researcher 
traveled with me to Louisiana to meet George Gele' George 
was waiting with the “Ashepoo,” an all metal, radar 

• equipped training ship manned with a crew of sea scouts. 
Several divers and psychics also came aboard to assist in 
locating the underwater pyramids. It was my function to 
outfit the Ashepoo with my newest and best Pyramid find- 
ing equipment and to take pictures of the expedition. It 
was an excellent opportunity to test my newly designed, 
underwater grid System; thus I joined the expeditionary 
force with boundless excitement and great expectations. 
The first two days at sea were unsuccessful due to violent 
storms. But on the third day the ocean surface and skies 
becarne bright and clear. Continued on page 3

MAGNETIC PYRAMID INTENSIFIES TESTS

Kirlian photo of female flngerprint (left) taken by Al Rattray while subject 
was seated four feet below the base of a 3 foot, All-Rays magnetic Pyramid. 
In the control test outside the Pyramid, the corona discharge around the 
finger recorded by the Kirlian camera earlier—by comparlson—was weak 
and barely discernabie in some areas. Note the lesser Uluminated control 
(upper right) photo taken of ordinary dlstllled water, when compared to 
Pyramid magnetically charged, distilled water photo (below right).

About 14 months ago I took up Kirlian photography to 
provide academically acceptable scientiflc proof that cosmic 
energy alters molecular patterns in organic and inorganic 
material. This work led to cross-referencing in Chemical 
control experiments with a tremendous increase in know
ledge after a long passage of time, which again proves one 
doesn’t get something for nothing!

The Kirlian camera pictures show before and after expo
sure in our pyramids with quality materials provided by 
various health food manufacturers. Now we can show the 
differences between synthetic and natural materials. In us
ing the Kirlian medium with pyramids and a physics view- 
point we see energy in motion which is everywhere.

The energy increase in our subjects seated 4 feet below a 
3’ x 3’ square base Pyramid is spectacular. We have tested 
at least thirty people achieving the same general results; 
except for one male person who remained the same, and 
another male who registered a reduction in energy. Similar 
results show less energy when the pyramid was below the 
subject. Eighteen people were tested in this way. The ener
gy difference using magnetized Pyramids versus those with
out the alnico permanent magnet proved significant...

Kirlian photography is sometimes referred to as electro- 
static photography, corona discharge, and high voltage 
high frequency photography, but in all cases the methods 
are basically identical. We see a substances’ ability to pro
duce light energy stimulated by electromagnetic energy, 
referred to as the “aura” although more sophisticated 
equipment is ndeded to produce a true aura composed of 
five distinct, separate bands of colour energy emanating 
from a person’s skin outward. För references we arbitrarily 
used a time lapse of 24 hours on all items tested, except 
with people where 20 minutes between exposures were used. 
Al Rattray, ENER-MAGNETIC Pyramids, Box 2447, Van
couver BC, Canada V6B 3W7.
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HAIR IS A PSYCHIC ANTENNA
As we awaken to our latent 

powers, we become increasingly 
aware of the expressions “Know 
Thyself“ and “Heal Thyself." 
Know, understand and love your 
hair on a COSMIC, rather than 
COSMETIC or superficial level.

When one’s hair is balanced 
in form and vital in health it ex- 
udes an aura clear and magnetic 
in nature. ONE FEELS GOOD 
WHEN ONE LOOKS GOOD.
The aura is positive and onefeels 
radiant!

When the hair is unbalanced in form, one's aura appears fuzzy 
andfilled with static charges resembling a sputtering fusebox. The 
devitalized ends do not permit vitality to flow out, hence the hair 
sends and receives negative energy, unappealing to the eye and 
touch.

These living psychic antennae move and have feeling and are 
purposefully distributed over the portion of the skull that covers 
the brain and CROWN CHAKRA. Many acupuncture meridians 
are also located on one’s head. According to applied Kinesiology, 
when the haircut is not delicately balanced there are irregulär 
electrical responses from one side of the body to the other, thus 
throwing the entire System out of harmony: When balanced prop- 
erly one experiences a tremendous freedom of movement, im- 
proved posture and well-being. Both sides become strong!
I believe the health of one’s whole being is directly related to the 

balance of one's own hair! When the hair root manufactures the 
hair shaft it is a perfect, naturally strong structure. Any extemal 
treatments {dyes or permanents) that alter this perfection become 
destructive.

The AURA-CUT is lovingly executed with knowledge of Physics 
and Metaphysics. They are cut according to the lines of the face, 
neck, shoulders and skull-shape, balanced to perfectly frame the 
face. The aura-cut procedure is as follows:

1. 3 balanced cuts {! dry, 1 wet, another dry) in one sitting
2. a pure hot oil treatment {optional)
3. washed with a P.H. balanced shampoo ^m-m1
4. rinsed with apple-cider solution {Itsp/cup of water) 
Recommendations: At home repeat steps 2 thru 4, plus: r> q 
5. Use Natural Bristle “Porcupine" Brush
6. Eat a balanced diet
Every person has unique and potentially beautiful hair. The 

AURA-Cüt encourages the realization of the hairs’ natural beau- 
ty. DESIRE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL, HEALTHY HAIR YOU 
COULDEVER IMAGINE, BALANCED TO THE MOST POSI
TIVE STATE. Your servant, Mercury. Los Angeles, California, 
phone {213) 396-5443.
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THE ANATOMY OF A CONFERENCE

An estimated 100 thousand awareness seeking people at- 
tended the week-long Olympia “Mind Body” festival in 
London, April 29-May 7,1978. The energies began building up 
early with abundant quality music, dancing, artworks and 
dynamic international Speakers, some representing the various 
worid new age disciplines, the Sciences and para-sciences; 
alternative healing and nutritional centers; British gemancers, 
astrologers, UFOlogists and scholars of the ancient mysteries.

Thus, a great and growing group consciousness entity came 
into being. Dr. Derald Langham, PhD, of GENESA, a Confer
ence Speaker, aptly describes this phenomenon as an ‘ENER- 
GYSM’. While the Conference progressed, one couid figura- 
tively tune into this positive, vital group spirit and be ener
gized by it. Evidence of fatigue was noticeably absent. At 
times, the frequent rushes of new visitors momentarily disrup- 
ted this pecuhar, but welcome, energy harmony, and some 
conferees feit the need to retreat to more quiescent spaces 
until the Festival’s natural rhythms once again became re- 
stored.

Certain, easily defined centers of activity throughout the 
exhibition hall contributed to the whole ENERGYSM in some 
grand design. The Ancient British Mysteries, central dome of 
floral displays seemed to be the Festival Entity’s heart chakra. 
It continuously sheltered loving, stroking parents, becalme'd 
children, sweethearts and several sitting and supine laserium 
viewers.

The emotional Solar Plexus center of the Olympia Conference 
was obviously located in a far comer on the main floor where 
lively demonstrations of dancing, playing, singing enter- 
tainers held sway. We easily found the head center positioned 
near the front entrance, the seat of festival planning, manage
ment, administration; the press corps and other media 
persons. At the opposite end of the great hall, in a dimly lit 
section, a kind of catchall comer exit was likely the base chakra 
of this Conference ‘genie’. The theatre ‘A’ lecture room, near 
the confearence head center on the main floor, was considered 
to be the (yang) pituitary, and directly overhead on the 2nd 
floor, theatre ‘B’ with its aesthetic presentations couid be 
viewed as the (yin) pineal glands respectively.

Though the Olympia appeared to have two or more active 
sound centers, the most poignant one was found upstairs 
above the dome, near the end wall. Here, bell and gong 
concerts rang out intermittently all week long. And nearby, the 
crown chakra was correctly stationed at the meditational ‘sanc- 
tuary’ where group, one-pointedness sent up effulgences of 
Divine reverence to our creator who makes all good festivals 
of this nature possible.

The mighty ENERGYSM remained on premises until the 
final ceremony closed with group song. Then the huge hall 
emptied of its inhabitants one-by-one, and like a gigantic bal- 
loon the consciousness entity seemingly soared away with its 
energies dispersing, awaiting reabsorption into like worid Con
ferences, wherever they may occur. >^4-

The Olympia Mlnd-Body Feetival, London 1978



CAPSTONES
2,500 YEAR-OLD BONES AND RELICS FOUND... 
The remains of King Cambyses'II thousands 
strong Persian army long ago lost in a 
violent desert sandstorm 350 miles west 
of Cairo have been unearthed in the West
ern Egyptian desert. The king's soldiers 
nearly made it to Siwa, a large oasis en- 
route to conquer Egypt and Ethiopia. 
Spears, swords and other paraphernalia 
attesting to the accuracy of the find 
have recently been uncovered at the foot 
of Abu Balassa Mountain in a vast open 
desert region called "the sea of sand." 
The army had marched out of Thebes, then 
known as Amon, a famous temple site.

IN SEARCH OF UNDERWATER PYRAMIDS
(continued from page 1)

“ASHEPOO” with Pyramid Finder attached to the bow.
Once in the Chandeleur Island locale, the psychics 

brought us back to an area five consecutive times where we 
observed some unusual phenomena. In this particular area 
the Ashepoo’s compass spun wildly and the ship’s generator 
drew enormous surges of power, enough energy to support 
three or four seagoing craft of our size. Our divers also 
found the underwater pressure against their ears much 
greater than expected at 20 foot depths. To add to the un- 
expected, the ocean currents were unusually strong, mak
ing it impossible to focus our explorations on one specific 
site. The apex of one underwater Pyramid was apparently 
exposed about 10 feet above the sandy bottom of the ocean 
floor. Unfortunately the recent storm had muddied the 
water and none of our underwater pictures came out.

Later, we learned that various airplanes flying over this 
region have suddenly dropped several hundred feet in alti- 
tude. Shrimp boat crews curiously don’t drag their nets 
over this area because they often snag their gear on things 
below, things mysteriously protruding above the sea bed.

My new underwater grid system proved to be a very good 
submerged Pyramid locator. I believe a pyramid or group 
of pyramids exist underwater in this area, perhaps similar 
to one of those found off the coast of Florida in the so- 
called Bermuda Triangle. George and myself plan to mount 
another expedition to the Chandeleur Island vicinity in the 
near future. We hope the Costeau or National Geographie 
Societies will take interest and research this area. All com
ments and inquiries from Pyramid Guide readers are wel- 
come. Yours in the search, Nick Edwards, 8222 Nestle 
Ave., Reseda, CA. 91335

GENIUS AND REINCARNATION...Uneducated boys 3 

who could calculate the lOth root of nine 
figure problems in their head and with 
counting abilities with supranormal mem- 
ory recall challenging our most refined 
Computers; a three year-old who wrote 500 
word essays in both French and English; 
Mozart, the child prodigy who at the age 
of three composed and played complex ren- 
ditions of classical music; and others 
who wrote astounding works ön thermo- 
dynamics, anatomy and mathematics before 
they were ten years old present some 
interesting arguments that these abili
ties were dragged through from a prev
ious existence. Many of them died young, 
perhaps from over-exploitation of their 
abilities, rigid discipline imposed up
on them and an abnormal social life.
But they have left their mark-- a long 
list of geniuses, defying rational, 
scientific explanation; thereby open- 
ing the door to subjective interpreta- 
tions-.

PYRAMID CHARGED BOWLINGBALL WON'T TRACK... 
St. Louis bowler Jim Starks, according to 
Performance Perceptions, found that after 
400 games his ball showed only faint traces 
of wear in the "track area" thanks to a 
Sports Energizer pyramid treatment.

CAN THE TIBETAN-BUDDHIST CULTURE ENDÜRE?
Since the 1959 Chinese Invasion, approximately 100,000 Tlbetan refu- 

gees now reside In exile in Indla, Bhutan, Sikkim and Nepal. Many 
lamas, monks, and nuns have been forced to abandon their studies and 
religious life in order to maintain survlval. They are the last vestiges of a 
totally unique religious and ancient cultural heritage, previously sur- 
rounded by high mountains and thoroughly isolated from the outside 
world.

About 25 percent of the Tlbetan cltizenry — once cloistered among 
the country's 10,000 monasteries — was formerly supported by the gen
eral population preceding their flight to safety. Readers may help these 
refugees by contacting: The TIBETAN ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION, 
1548 Tarrytown St., San Mateo, CA 94402.

Itemo.ing a stone from the quarries at El Maasara.

ANCIENT EGYPTIANS DIRECT ANIMALS...towing stone-bearing 
sledge from the quarries at El Maasara. In modern times carved build- 
ing rocks mounted on sleds have been discovered in previously sealed 
caves attesting that this method was used to transport the stones welgh- 
ing up to a few tons or so. But with the 50,000 pound variety of carved 
rock, current technological knowledge cannot explain how the ancients 
moved the greater monoliths using mechanical means, If they ever did 
so. ____________________________________________

SPECIAL NOTICE...
Dowsing research tours to the Mexican Pyramids and sites of antiquity, led 
by Bill Cox, Pyramid Guide edltor, tentatlvely planned for the spring and 
winter of 1979. Tours will include new insights, onsite, of little-known in
formation regardlng alternative interpretations of highly evolved cultures, 
knowledge lost through the ravages of time. For information, write to Pyra
mid Tours, c/o Life Understanding Foundation, P.O. Box 30305, Santa 
Barbara, Caiif. 93105, or phone (805)682-5151.



THE PSYCHOKINETIC (P.K.) 
PYRAMID

If there is such a thing as pyramid 
energy of what value is it beyond sharp- 
ening razor blades and drying fruit? 
How can it be measured? Controlled? 
Enhanced? or is it merely a subjective 
phenomenon of the Guillible? Being an 
open minded and sceptical scientist I 
decided to investigate pyramids, to find 
some objective way to demonstrate 
pyramid energy with a meter; to possibly 
generate a tone, light a lamp, or produce 
some clear, definitive measurable, 
repeatable effects which could be per- 
formed by anyone.

I decided to place magnets pointing 
upward from the four corners at the base 
and suspended the pyramid from a 
thread so that the form wouid be free 
to rotate inside of a glass jar and also be 
free of any interfering air currents. Upon 
later testing, when we looked intensely 
at the replica, it surprisingly rotated. 
The same phenomenon also occured 
when we approached the Pyramid 
closely or placed our hands near to it. 
Sometimes the form gyrated clockwise, 
and as the thread tension increased with 
each winding, it wouid approach the 
point of return and begin to rotate coun- 
terclockwise.

But some could not make the Pyramid 
rotate in this way. And no one had the 
ability to make it rotate, at will, all the 
time.

Movement sometimes attained a half 
tum, and at times the response was 
immediate; otherwise it wouid take 
seconds before the Pyramid wouid begin 
to move. Thus, I glued an index on the 
glass bell jar and marked it off in centi- 
meters to make measurements. Then I 
began taking notes on the magnitude 
and direction of the initial rotation.

As of this date (July, 78) I don ’t know 
what force causes the Pyramid to tum or 
what factors precisely influence the 
magnitude and direction of its rotation. I 
made tests and observations when I was 
happy, sad, angry, depressed, high, 
tired, energetic; during various weather 
conditions, phases of the moon, and so 
forth. No outstanding information 
emerged except that rainy weather may 
have lessened the energy responses.

As tests continued, my ability to apply 
psychokinesis to move the pyramid at-a- 
distance increased. Some people clearly 
demonstrate a greater ability to produce 
rotation in the PK pyramid. At one time, 
no one could cause it to move, but when 
a three-year-old boy just put his hands 
out towards the replica it literally took 
off. The pyramid generally responds 
best when a person Stands within three 
feet and stares at the pyramid, actually 
willing it to move.

The PK pyramid is apparently affected 
by some field or emanation from the 
human body, more than just magnetic, 
electric, or thermal forces, for these

THE PSYCHOKINETIC PYRAMID...can be 
rotated right or left with mind energy focnsed 
through the eyes. Dr. Buryl Payne, believes this 
device is affected by sunspot activity, possibly 
inducing changes in the human energy Seid.

radiations aren’t sufficient to produce 
rotation of such magnitude. One of our 
experimental pyramids weighs nearly 
half apound.

The PK pyramid can be moved more 
readily by those who have healing power 
in their hands, my Rolfer, for instance; 
and one’s ability to produce movement 
can be increased with practice. Hence 
the PK pyramid serves both as a measur- 
ing device and a psychic feedback 
training instrument.
Burl Payne, Ph.D,
Institute for Psychoenergetics
126 Harvard St., Brookline, Mass. 01246

THE RING OF CHEOPS...(drawn to an exact 
size of the original) Selected from a prized Col
lection the signet was once owned by Dr. Henry 
Abbott, lifetime researcher of Egyptian antiqui- 
ties during the last Century. The ring of Cheops, 
more recently stored in the New York City Hix- 
torical Society Museum, was inscribed with 
hieroglyphics conformlng to those usually found 
in Egyptian tombs. Cheop’s ring was hand- 
crafted of the flnest and most pure gold obtaln- 
able in his time. The eignet weighed nearly one 
ounce and has been kept in a remarkable state 
of preservation. Though it’s falrly well estab- 
lished that the Pharaoh lived and reigned dur
ing the 26th Century B.C. serious questlons arise 
as to the authenticity and even the existence of 
Cheop’s Cartouche, presumably stamped or en- 
graved on a wall in the Davidson’s Chamber of 
the Great Pyramid. Was he in fact, responslble 
for the design and/or construction of that in- 
credlble monument still bearing bis name? New 
evidence suggests a long string of perverse, hto- 
torical errors may have duped Egyptologists, 
and some archeologists into naming and dating 
the Great Pyramid according to written ac- 
counts by earlier researchers who believed 
Cheops to be the Master builder-archltect.

4 
DRAGLESS, MASSLESS ETHER

by Eimer D. Robinson

If planets and other elements of the stellar 
System have mass, with a rarified atmosphere 
between them, wouid bodies traveling through 
space gradually lose momentum due tö aero- 
dynamic drag? Wouid they eventually stop or go 
into orbit, there to be collected into larger 
masses? This may not be the case.

Dr. Robert R. Newton, in Ancient Planetary 
Observations and the Validity of Ephemeris 
Time (The Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore and 
London, 1976), has developed an analysis of 
historical astronomy dating from about 400 B.C. 
forward. Dr Newton has compared his results 
with predictions of planetary positions obtained 
by use of a spin-fluctuation hypothesis which 
assumes that gravity is the only force acting 
upon the planets. His data indicates (with a 
probability of about 100 million to one) that 
Mercury and Venus are gaining momentum 
while increasing their angular velocity around 
the sun.

During his research, Dr. Newton found 
ancient data was fudged to prove a theory of the 
supposed observer. Valid information now avail
able apparently Supports his conclusion; addi
tional findings however present an opposing 
view. Should additional data Support Dr. New- 
ton’s conclusions, more research will have to 
determine how eertain energies influence the 
planets.

There are now no known physical reasons for 
positive angular accelerations of Mercury and 
Venus. The external forces required to acceler- 
ate the planets require a magnitude greater than 
any force imparted to them by the sun or other 
nearby planets.

Several alternatives are possible. 1. The 
gravity model used to predict the positions of 
planets may not be complete. 2. Is gravity actu
ally decreasing with time? 3. Ephemeris time 
may not be a valid time. 4. Is there a cosmologi- 
cal time? If so, one time base is changing rela
tive to the other.

Dr. Newton suggests that our universe is not 
collapsing into the sun with time, but rather may 
be expanding away from it due to unknown 
forces. Other evidence Supports theories that the 
ether is massless and dragless, and that all 
moving elements of the stellar System may be 
gaining in velocity. Optical equipment carried 
aboard a high altitude exploratory rocket fired 
from White Sands in April 1977 provided the 
first Observation of a quasar in the ultraviolet 
region of the light spectrum. Insufficient mass 
between elements of the cosmos may therefore 
cause a slowing down of objects traveling 
through space. The stellar System appears to be 
expanding, endlessly, with no indication of a 
slowing down.

Two theories have been developed to explain 
the propagation of light and radio waves through 
space. One: the wave theory and two: the parti- 
cle theory. Recent data appears to support the 
particle theory since a tangible medium is re
quired to support the wave theory.
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RETURNING TO THE ZODIAC’S 
NATURAL ORDER

Dear Mr. Cox,-
In reference to the cover article “THE GREAT PYRAMID 

SOUNDING THROUGH THE ZODIAC, (Vol. 6 No. 1 Sept.- 
Oct. 1977 No. 31) I start my challenge by paraphrasing from 
Llewellyn George's “A TO Z HOROSCOPE MAKER AND DE- 
LINEATOR. ”

The Zodiac surrounding Earth may be imagined as planets trav- 
eling through the heavens in a 15 degrees-wide beit matching the 
sun's apparent ecliptic path... The zodiacal circle includes twelve 
30 degree spaces ealled the Signs ofthe Zodiac... Each one-twelfth 
division in the zodiacal circle contains 30 degrees celestial longi- 
tude... These 12 signs constitute the full zodiac circle of 360 de
grees. .. Planets in our solar System therefore travel (transit) from 
west to east, through the zodiacal signs in their Order from Aries 
to Pisces.

Now, in the above mentioned article you stated, "1. Note how 
ARIES, the first sign of the zodiac begins the clockwise Progres
sion ofsun signs around the scale, commencing with due north... 
a coincidence?” This was juggling to fit a Situation. True, ARIES 
is one of six Northern Signs, but is usually placed in the east side 
of the zodiac wheel, corresponding to symbolizing birth, life and 
etc. The other eleven signs do appear to progress in a clockwise 
männer because the planets travel in a counter clockwise direc
tion. But, the Zodiac does not move. (Illus. A.) This is the correct 
placement ofthe zodiac signs, in relation to the compass position 
ofthe Great Pyramid’s King's Chamber; by overlaying the astro
logical wheel.

If you need to place ARIES, the first sign, at NORTH (Illus. 
B.) the heart of the King's Chamber should be positioned in the 
House of Death, ruled by Scorpio. In a spiritual sense the Eighth 
House means re-birth. The King’s Chamber is now seen in the 
house of Children and Love Affairs, not in Leo. By coincidence, 
LEO rules the heart and the Sun, LEO 's ruling planet is a lumi- 
nary source of all life.

It is interesting to note that the Egyptian above ground entomb- 
ments symbolize life or re-birth, though the King’s Chamber was 
not a burial apartment as evidenced by the lidless, empty coffer 
found there! Bodies placed within the coffer inside the King’s 
Chamber could have been mummified for later burial. The Great 
Pyramid rather was a guide for star gazers, and served as one of 
the world's many energy sources found among other megalithic 
wonders and menhirs in ancient times; structures possibly in exis
tence during the previous Aquarian Age.

The Great Pyramid's Time Table ends 2000-2001 when Uranus 
(ruling planet ofAquarius) makes its world-changing trip every 84

years; remember the world events of 1914-1916? Also the coffer 
rests nearest the East Wall ofthe King's Chamber, the rising Sun, 
the House of ARIES. (The coffer is actually situated nearest to the 
west wall, eds.) b.c.

According to a quote by the late Max Heindel in: WHO AND 
WHAT ARE THE ROSICRUCIANS FACTS AT YOUR FIN
GER TIPS: “The Rosicrucian Order does not teach, endorse, or 
practice astrology... and the signs of the zodiac may be said to be 
the sounding board of the cosmic harp..." This is most likely in 
reference to the natural, true Order of the twelve signs calculated 
from knowledge of old and new ASTRONOMY (the same as 
ASTROLOGY). It doesn't necessarily endorse anything about the 
article but rather enhances it, see Illustrations A and B. I do not 
have any knowledge of the chromatic scale in music or the place
ment of its notes within the Zodiac signs so I can't comment on 
the original point ofthe article published. Ifeel however, there’s a 
serious question here when the order of zodiac signs were unfor- 
tunately. altered and used as a basis for study; i. e. implying that 
the Age of Pisces has moved into the Age of Aries!

You will have to play a different tune according to THE 
GREAT PYRAMID SOUNDING THROUGH THE ZODIAC by 
recalculating your notes in the correct Zodiac signs or houses. 
Sincerely, George A. Ball, Jr., 202 Eighth Ave., Woonsocket, RI 
02895 
(An article responding to Mr. Ball’s letter will appear in an up- 
coming issue of the Guide, eds.)
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PYRAMID DWELLERS NOTEBOOK

MODERN PYRAMID DWELLERS

DESCRIBE THEIR EXPERIENCES

The Buxtons offer ideas 
and suggestions to those 
who plan to joln them as 
20th Century Pyramid 
builders and dwellers.

They are sharing what 
they have learned from 
eight years involvement 
in building and living 
with their three children 
in their own pyramid home.

ED BUXTON, a Professional 
fingineer, registered in 
Ohio and Illinois, who 
heads the Consulting 
engineering firm of E.D. 
Buxton & Associates, and 
MARILYN BUXTON, a specialist 
in growth, development, and 
education of young children, 
who currently manages the 
Pyramid Division, set out 
to provide a healthful 
living environment and an 
energy efficient home for 
their family. In 1970 
they designed their pyramid 
home, began building it in 
1973, and have been living 
in it since 1975.

BUXTON PYRAMID HOME

ORDER FORM
, Item # Publication TitleMail check or money order to: Pr. Each Quant. Price

PYRAMID DIVISION A.100-8-78 Site Selection/Exterior Design
E.D. BUXTON & ASSOCIATES ______________________ ___________________ $3.50
520 Jackson Street A.200-8-78 Interior Pyramid Design/Space
Charleston, Illinois 61920 Use/Sample Floor Plans 3.50

,____________________________  A.300-8-78 Advantages and Disadvantages
Your Name ' .of Pyramids as Homes 2.00

- - A.400-8-78 Experiences of a Pyramid
Street Address Dwelling Family 3.50

THTy---------------- State------------ Zip“ TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $___________

DYSLEXIA, OTHER WORLD VISION (Conclusion)

(L to R) Mary, John and Dean Hardy
Dean Hardy says he learned to hear a low hum after many 

hours inside the Pyramid replica “...it’s the hum of electrons 
rubbing against each other. The more intense the sound, the 
more one has positively adjusted to this form energy“, he 
adds. “It has helped John to develop his telepathic thought 
transmissions. The early, Great Pyramid, designer-builders 
were initiates who learned to control matter with the mind. ’ ’

Theo Gimbel, British Color expert, writes: “Few people 
know that every child must reverse the basic concept of all 
things when the newbom passes through the gate of birth. The 
upside-down world must become right-side up and the child’s 
colour sense must be understood as we adults perceive 
physical colours.” The same applies to Planetary sounds, ac
cording to Gimbel. The form-world process takes about 18 
months, and the infants first physical spheres of colour 
averages approximately 30 months. “In our mother’s womb 
the only colour we experience is a deep blue. White, orange 
and red dresses may be wom by the mother as these colours 
don’t interfere with the natural, reversed colour perception of 
the growing embryo,” Gimbel writes. “This reversed process 
may never be fully achieved by some people, hence the phe
nomenon of colour blindness. Most anyone can visually experi
ence after-image colors by fixing the eyes upon a specific 
shape and colour. Within a half minute or so of staring one will 
see the precise complimentary colour and shape appear on a 

white surface.” According to Gimbel, “When ones eyes 
become saturated with one colour, the rods and cones in the 
retina align themselves according to what one sees as light (the 
degree of colour). Thus pushing this alignment beyond what is 
considered normal viewing, one experiences a powerfully 
strong, visual adjustment. While in process of becoming 
‘normal’ one goes through a colour reversal to again find 
balance...”

So, in the view of the Hardys, dyslexia isn’t necessarily the 
result of brain damage or emotional disturbance as generally 
espoused by Science. Furthermore, they see the Pyramid as a 
means of helping John through his dyslexic crisis, because... 1) 
“The Pyramid acts like a condensor, helping John to change 
his own electromagnetic field into a different and more desir- 
able frequency...2) One can be taken up into the light while 
meditating inside of a Pyramid...3) And one can go home to 
one’s natural planes of consciousness...as all three planes are 
superimposed upon each other...4) By learning to enter dif
ferent planes of consciousness, John can voluntarily tune 
himself to different frequencies beyond the physical...thus 
retuning to the frequencies of the higher mental plane. The 
mind’s singleness of (third) eye thereby develops, with height- 
ened inner and outer hearing. Here one perceives the hum of 
the electron spin and music of the spheres...5) Since the 
earth’s entire electromagnetic energy field is now undergoing 
rapid change, and the war of the Armageddon contains those 
forces which would purposely retard humankind’s advance- 
ment into the higher mental planes, many souls who almost 
made the frequency changes before, are incamating on earth 
at this time, perhaps explaining why one-in-four children 
appear to have learning disabilities...6) Pure Love is the high- 
est frequency a human can reach in the Physical Plane. When 
one gives completely of oneself, in His Service, one no longer 
needs a tuned-tank, Pyramid antenna.

“John Hardy,” say his parents, ‘^ame here to help human
ity understand the mystery of mysteries, the Pyramid...”



|<_J HOW TO FLYA SAUCER i i
I I by T.B. Pawlicki I I

“The Plate Flutter Experiment”

Within the context of UFO Study, the Great Pyramid could 
function as a time and location radio beacon for interstellar 
navigation. The Plate Flutter model proves that UFOs can be 
traveling through what we conceive as time. When the model 
is analyzed, the geometry of time and space appear quite dif
ferent from anything taught in school.

Scientific authorities suggest Relativity can be described 
only by pure mathematics, but continued study of the Plate 
Flutter experiment reveals models of the photon, the quark, 
and the Unified Field Theory, which eluded Einstein and his 
followers who have been notorious for not understanding him.

Einstein could even be wrong when we consider the geome
try of universal holograms in the structure of the Plate Flutter 
Experiment. Here, one sprinkles powder over a vibrant, tuned 
sound surface. The sonic wavelengths harmonically coincide 
with the particles’ various dimensions causing the particles to 
vibrate sympathetically. This experiment makes the structure 
of the sound energy visible, and is a scale model ilhistrating 
the way the entire universe works.

Untuned, unfocussed sound may be regarded as a perfectly 
random flux of vibrations issuing in all directions. A Standing 
wave forms when vibrations traveling is opposite directions 
meet with a coincidence of frequency and phase. During the 
Plate Flutter experiment, the powder moves to, and piles up at 
the nodes of the Standing waves.

To create a Standing wave on a plane surface, frequency and 
phase coincidence must be perfectly opposed on one and/or 
two axis of the resonant waves. Because sound waves are 
three-dimensional, standing waves are created when frequen
cy and phase coincide in perfect Opposition on the three axis of 
wave rotation. But the Plate Flutter experiment performed on a 
plane surface reveals the vibrating plane as a section through 
an invisible, vibrating volume.

The observer is invariably deceived when directing attention 
to the standing waves. Though geometrically beautiful, they 
are not as important as the more-or-less invisible RADIANT 
WAVES.

Standing-waves are formed by axially opposed vibrations, 
not perfectly phase comcident MOVE. On each cycle of vibra-
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tion, the movement is equal to the phase displacement of the 
specific wavelength. The net velocity is equal to the proportion 
of radiant velocity, divided by phase displacement, The limit- 
ing velocity is radiant velocity. At this point, all phase coinci- 
dence is eliminated and the standing-wave disappears entire ly.

As phase coincidence is converted to velocity, one sees the 
extension as a MOVING STANDING-WAVE, contract along 
the axis of travel demonstrating the Fitzgerald Contraction of 
Einstein’s Theory of Relativity. When phase coincidence is 
eliminated along one axis of Opposition, the standing-wave 
contracts to nothing on that axis, and disappears at radiant 
velocity. The foregoing illustrates how matter, attaining the 
speed of light, is converted to energy. £ •—

As the pattem of the powder form dissolves, while the 
harmonies of the sound progresses through a full octave, one 
sees radiant energy transformed into material and later into 
energy on a continous cycle. The Big Bang in the universe 
never happened! The material responds selectively to certain 
specific frequencies of the field. Each individual particle 
answers to its own specific field in the matrix of many frequen
cies, and is related to its material phase by a rotation of 180 
degrees on all axis. Field, then is the NEGATIVE of material. 
Skilied artists have always known this, although art has always 
been ceijsored Science. <=> • ’

If the field is properly tuned, the standing-wave structure 
can assume the form of a living creature. The standing-wave 
moves with the continually changing structure of its field, 
resembling a living creature moving in response to the ener
gies of its environment. As a material structure acquires 
velocity, its mass can be seen to DECREASE, in direct contra- 
diction to Einstein’s major contribution, but in perfect confir- 
mation of the Fitzgerald contraction. Therefore, when a faster 
material structure accelerates, one can see a standing-wave 
accelerate to radiant velocity in the blinking of the eye. When a 
Flying Saucer accelerates, it changes from a material object 
into amasslessphotonic MENTAL OBJECT. . •
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WHY I BELIEVE IN SUBTERRÄNEAN CIVILIZATIONS

The concept of Inner.Earth cultures is as old as thought itself. 
The earth is hollow and it has cavities inhahited by civilizations 
evolving in the Divine scheine of creation. Within Earth Mother, Beings 
are known to exist, inseparably connected with our planet's many 
"spheres of existence". The interior of the earth may continue to be 
the only place of safety during the world’s imminent axial shift. Ilo- 
pi Indian legend suggests the earth’s surface had been destroyed from 
time to time by fire, ice and water. The only survivors of those cat: 
aclyisms were, I believe, people securely positioned inside the womb 
of the earth.

In Aztec, and Quiche Mayan traditions,. these Indians believed they 
came from seven inner-earth, womb cavems, before migrating to their 
historical, surface homelands in Mexico. 'The scarab is an Egyptian 
Symbol of creation. The sacred scarab beetle rolls a ball of düng 
and deposits its eggs. Inside the womb of this dung-sphere, the young 
beetles hatch and then come out from within!

What do Alice in Wonderland's adventures Underground mean to us 
today? Can we joumey to the center of the earth? What Connection is 
there between our space brothers and inner-earth people? We are not 
the first. Humankind's occupation of this planet dates further back 
than we suppose.

An Underground city lies directly beneath "Disney World" in Florida, 
a vast, unique, subterranean complex containing miles of brightly lit 
tunnels, large enough for truek roads. A restaurant, kitchens and Utili
ties Service the playground above. Visitors topside, freely indulge in 
the makebelieve world, unaware of the secret city belcw that maintains 
their illusions.

The hollow earth concept is more logical and substantial than the 
'solid body' theory. With centrifugal force the thrust is outward. 
Earth is not a true sphere. It is flattened at the poles' and hollow 
with openings at the poles which gradually slope into the earth’s in
terior.

The universe is a whirling etherean vortex, the prime mover (CM = 
Whirl).' The "vortex or Whirlpool" theory of creation includes the 
galaxies, solar Systems, planets and atoms as dynamic movements 
throughout the cosmos. In the creation of planets, movement through 
rotation and centrifugal force throws the heavier constituents to their 
periphery to form the outer mass. This leaves the worlds' interiors 
hollow.

Due to axial rotation, centrifugal force influences the mass 
throughout to collect more at right angles in relationship with the 
pivotal shaft of earth’s rotation. This causes a bulging at the globe- 
girdling equator, and a leveling, corresponding compensation at the 
poles, measured as polar depressions which provide openings into the 
hollow interior. In sun-star Systems, some original fire (gases) re- 
main in the center to form the atom core, the central sün of hollow 
earth domains.

The center of gravity is the center of mass. The same attraction 
that holds us to the world’s outer convex surface also holds all 'in- 
sider' Beings to the inner, concave surface. The rim of the polar op
enings, the true magnetic pole forms a large circle. The slope is so 
gradual one may not be aware of entering the earth’s interior. Admiral 
Byrd, fascinated by Jules Vernes'polar romances was inspired to say in 
February 1947: "I'd like to see that land beyond the pole... the center 
of the great unknown." Edgar Allen Poe read of the "hollow earth 
theory" from the writings of Captain John Cleves Symmes who believed 
there were openings to the interior worlds. This concept also occupied 
the life and literary labor of II.P. Lovecraft, and Edgar Rice Burroughs, 
to name only a few. Thomas "Tal" Levesque

THE SHADOOF

THE SHADOOF AND SAKAI...long used by the Egyp- 
tians to Irrigate their country are man-machines con- 
structed of mud, cane, and the brauche» of the pahn, and 
worked in the same männer as the old-fashioned welle In 
England. The heavy ende of the Shadoof are loaded with 
mud and roots so gravity can more easily help the workers 
bring up their buckets of water. The receptacles are made 
of goat or sheepskins. Each crew ralses the water partways 
up, emptying their Containers Into a scooped-out pond 
protected in front by a screen of plalted cane, which pre- 
vents the riverwater from running back down again. The 
uppermost team of workmen in the Irrigation system final
ly pour their portion of riverwater into the beginning of an 
earthen canal where the land is divided into innumerabie 
little lots constructed like dykes. Conduits from these 
catch basins then lead the released water off into the direc- 
tions needed.



PHARAOH’S TREASURE
The temple at Petra Arabia has been termedby the Arabs 

“Khasne Pharaoh” — Pharaoh’s Treasure — from their supposi- 
tion that here are hidden those Stores which they have vainly 
sought for elsewhere.

In the sarcastic words of Monsieur Laborde, “It was quite in 
accordance with their character, after having fruitlessly spoiled 
the monuments enclosed in the tombs to seek the site where the 
constructor of such magnificent edifices had deposited his trea- 
sure''That spot they supposed, they had found at last — the urn 
distinguished by its prominent position atop the monument. “The 
urn must contain all the riches of the great king, they thought, 
but, unhappily, it has always been out of their reach, and only 
taunted their desires. Consequently, each time fortune hunters 
passed through the ravine, they would frequently fire at the urn 
and endeavor to break it, or hope to bring it down to secure the 
treasure. But, their efforts were fruittess; and they retired mur- 
muring against the King of Giants, who had so adroitly placed his 
treasure one hundred and twenty feet above their reach?

The temple was hewn in an enormous and compact block of 
freestone and was lightly colored with oxide of iron. Its high state 
of preservation resulted from the shelter with the surrounding 
rocks protecting it against the wind, and also preserving the roof 
from rain. The only traces of deterioration showed in the statues 
at the base of the column, produced by humidity undermining the 
parts most in relief, or nearest to the ground and may have caused 
the fall of one column attached to the front. Had the structure 
been buiit instead of being hewn, the fall of the column would 
have dragged down the entire buiiding, instead, it merely occa- 
sioned a void which didn’t destroy the effect of the whole. “It has 
even been useful,” wrote Monsieur Laborde, “in so far as it fn- 
abled us by taking its dimensions to ascertain the probable height 
of the temple. Otherwise it would have been impossible to do so 
with precision.” Laborde, a Century ago called the temple “one of 
the wonders of antiquity,” and. apologized for the expression in 
the following männer: “We are apt to Charge the traveler with 
exaggeration who endeavors by high-sounding eulogiums to en- 
hance the merit of his fatigues, or the value of his labors: but here 
at least, plates recorded with care will establish the truth of a 
description which might otherwise appear extravagant.”

The interior of the temple didn’t fulfill the expectations created 
by the magnificence of the exterior. Several steps led to a room 
with the door located under the peristyle. Although the chamber 
was hewn regularly and appeared to be in good proportion, the 
walls were rough and its doors led to nothing. The interior ap
peared to have been abandoned while the work was yet in prog- 
ress. Of two lateral chambers, one was irregulär, and the other 
presented two apertures, apparently hewn out of the rock for 
coffins.

‘Pharaoh’s Treasure’ was one of Egypt’s most beautiful edifices, 
for the front of the great temple, its richness and exquisite finish 
and decorations still offer a most remarkable contrast to the sav- 
age scenery surrounding it. Of a very lofty proportion with an ele- 
vation comprising two stories the temple displayed exquisite de
tails and Ornaments. The size and proportion of the great doorway 
with five stairs of ascent from the portico may have graced the 
step of Cleopatra. No part was buiit, the whole being purely a 
work of excavatiön. The temple’s minutest embellishments, 
wherever the hand öf man had not purposely effaced and obliter- 
ated them were utterly perfect. It’s doubtful whether any work of 
the ancients, excepting perhaps some on the banks of the Nile 
have endured so little injured by the lapse of ages. Scarcely a 
buiiding of forty years Standing in England could be so well pre- 
served in its architectural decorations. The larger portions of the 
architecture held true to the original design, excepting a single 
column of the portico where the statues were numerous and 
colossal?

Not receiving your newsletter..? ADDRESS 
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RAISING THE NILE— SHIFTING THE BLOCKS
The Shadoof painfully shows the disadvantages under which 

antiquity labored. It is really a wonder the ancient worid got on so 
well when we look at such primitive expedients.

A Shadoof water lifting 'System could have been used during 
early Egyptian Pyramid construction; that is, by bringing water 
up from the Nile, and trapping the water in a grand System of 
locks (a miniaturized version of the Panama Canal), in this way 
massive stone blocks on buoyant rafts could have been floated to a 
desired location, from lock to lock, upward and forward to their 
ultimate destination. At the point of ultimate destination the 
water could have been slowly drained away, allowing workmen 
time to set the stone block snugly into its final resting place. (See 
Pyramidia “Ancient Hydraulics” (Pharaoh’s Pump), and “Mono- 
lithic Mass Movers”—Pyramid Guide Issues #4 and #5 respec- 
tively.)

With the base of the Great Pyramid resting upon the Giza Pla
teau, approximately 164 feet above the average low elevation of 
the Nile, it’s possible that such a water lifting, control System 
could have been buiit especially for Pyramid construction. Man 
found a way to transport large ships through the Panama Canal 
some 40 miles long, and raise them to a maximum height of 85 
feet above sea level. Remnants of a canal at Giza lying less than 
2,000 yards from the Great Pyramid is still in evidence today, and 
by separating this mighty wonder from the Nile River some five 
miles distant the old waterway could have provided the hydraulic 
transport needed. Fragments of ancient causeways approaching 
the Great Pyramid complex from the Nile on the east side have 
been uncovered, perhaps reaching within a thousand feet of this 
most ancient edifice.

Regardless of the enormous hand labor involved to bring huge 
Stone blocks—some weighing 40 tons or more—via a series of 
hydraulic waterways and catchments, the estimated time to move 
two and one quarter million stone blocks would have been con- 
siderably less, and more realistic than transporting them overland 
on wooden sleds or rolling logs as supposed in history books.

CLAPPING MAN...Pearched on the knee of 24 foot high Colossus, 
beats cadence for some 172 men tugging away at pull ropes attached to 
the transporting Sledge, meanwhlle, a workman before him presumably 
Stands poised to pour out an oily liquid to free the runners.



THERE are some things that can 
not be generally told—things you 
ought to know. Great truths are dan- 

gerous to some-—but factors for per
sonal power and accomplishment in 
the hands of those who understand 
them. Behind the tales of the miracles 
and mysteries of the ancients, lie cen- 
turies of their secret probing into na- 
ture’s laws—their amazing discoveries 
of the hidden processes of mans mind, 
and the mastery of life's problems. 
Once shrouded in mystery to avoid 
their destruction by mass fear and ig- 
norance, these facts remain a useful 
heritage for the thousands of men and 
women who privately use them in their 
homes today.

THIS BOOK FREE
The Rosicrucians (not a religious Organiza
tion), an age-old brotherhood of learning, 
have preserved this secret wisdom in their 
archives for centuries. They now invite you 
to share the practical helpfulness of their 
teachings. Write today for a free copy of the 
book, "The Mastery of Life.” Within its 
pages may lie a new life of öpportunity for 
you. Address: Scribe R. B . I.

Sfö? ROSICRUCIANS
(AMORC)

San Jose California 95191 U.S.A.
[------SEND THIS COUfON------
| Scribe R • B . I • I
■ The ROSICRUCIANS (AMORC) |
I San Jose, California 95191 U.S.A. |
I Please send me the free book, The Mastery of I 
| Life, which expiains how I mayl learn to use my j 
। faculties and powers of mind. | I

■ Address................................................................... I
| City........................................................................... I

PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR ZIP CODE |

The I CHING, DECISION SCIENCE COMPU
TER, acts as a dlctlonary, iisting at several 
thousand times per second all I Ching formulas, 
and formulates a mathematical theory of the 
mechanisms of ehange...in lleu of tossing coins. 
This device aids one In anticlpating the I Ching 
ehange mechanisms at work in a given Situation 
(main trend, major and minor influences) and 
to choose the best course of action according to 
natural laws of interactions and transforma- 
tions. For more Information, write to: Soifan, 
665 Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043.

THE JOURNAL OF GEOMANCY...quarterly, 
Nigel Pennlck, editor (paper 34 pages, 60 pence 
per issue). The Journal publlshes papers on all 
aspects of Geomancy, Terrestrial Geometry and 
Zodiacs; Aligned sites, Geodetic Phenomena; 
Astronomie Allgnments, Sacred Geometry and 
allied Sciences. Write c/o Research Institute, 
142 Pheasant Rlse, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 
8SD, England.

The LEY HUNTER MAGAZINE...bi-monthly, 
speciallzing in Earth Mysteries, allgnments of 
prehistoric (leys) sites, megaUthic-astronomlcal 
relationships and folklore. Annual Subscription 
$4.40. P.O. Box 152, London, N101EP, England.

A SHOW PIECE... Beau tlfuUy flnished 5” high 
wood, open interior pyramids mounted on 6*/:” 
x 6‘A” wooden platform...Craftsmanship as- 
sured. For information, write to: Gregory R. 
Marek, MAREK WOOD PRODUCTS, 1 So. 
Quarantina St., Santa Barbara, CA 93103.
THE INSTITUTE OF GEOMANTIC RE
SEARCH... Research Publications cover Geo
mancy, Landscape Geometry, Terrestrial Zodi
acs, Symbolism, Solar-Lunar Orientations and 
Sacred Geometry. Write: 142 Pheasant Rlse, 
Bar Hill, Cambridgeshire, CB3 85D, East 
AngUa, England.
PYRAMID GUIDE READERS...To be sure of a 
prompt reply. all inquiries requesting informa
tion by return mail in the USA. MUST include a 
sclf-addressed stamped envelope: foreign sub- 
scribers include 50« per page reply expected by 
air. ■
Not receiving your newsletter..? AD — 
DRESS CHANGED.. ? Be sure to notify 
us ifyou move, as the post office doesn t 
forward non-profit foundation [3rd dass, 
bulk] mail.
THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AURAMETER. . . 
world’s most sensitive Dowsing instrument... 
twenty years in its development, and an effec
tive experimental Dowsing device. The AURA
METER is lifetime guaranteed against defects; 
workmanship assured... Over 6,500 in use 
throughout the worid today. The AURAMETER 
IS A COMBINATION Water-Compass, Weigh
ing Device and Upright Pendulum. In nickel- 
piate @ $49.50 and copper plated models are 
$60.00. Californians add 6% sales tax. Instru
ments are sent p.p. first dass, in the U.S. and 
foreign by surface mail. Write for free descrip
tive brochure. Life Understanding Foundation

PLEASE NOTE: PR1CES SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

3FouRnflL of ©ccult Ätudies
An Interdisclplinary Approach to Parapsychology

P.O. Bo« 32
Kingston, Rhode Island 02N1

Ai ■ Science, Parapsychology is over 100 years 
old. By the late 1930's Supersenses as we know 
them—Telepathy, Precognition and Psycho- 
kinesis, were established as actual abilities of man. 
The JOURNAL OF OCCULT STUDIES goes 
beyond reproving what we already know, un- 
covering the laws involved. JOS seeks to träte our 
occult roots and thoroughly investigate topics 
such as Astrology, Graphology, Palmistry, Tarot 
as well as UFOIogy, Acupuncture, Kirlian Photo- 
graphy, with the same investigative vigor that 
brought the aforementioned to the realms of scien
tific awareness. We invite you to join us in this 
quest for Truth. Subscriptions are $8.50 for one . 
year (4 issues) or $16. for two years.

WAN i fcö: Creative research and theoretlcal manuscripts dealing with the occult, para- psychological as svelfas related areas.

litt 3*9 OTHIUX vltk int tim.BMIMrt * I H I ■ «WVBBMM

THE FORCE IN YOUR LIFE...by Don Wilson 
176 pages, hardbound at $7.95 c/o Universal 
Books, Box 653, Plymouth, Mich. 48170. Wil
son belleves he has discovered a method to har- 
ness human energy and put it to work in one’s 
personal life, “Man,” according to the author, 
“is essentially an electrical animal, generatlng 
an electrical field around him that can even be 
photographed.”
SPIRALS...a monthly publication—featuring 
exceptional articies by the world’s great New 
Age thinkers. Read: The Expansion of Con
sciousness and Training the Spiritual Scientlst, 
Marcel Vogel; Enigma of the Cup and Ring 
Marks, Don Robins; Co-existence, Frank Hyde; 
Nature’s Holy Stone, F. Dorland. Sample copy 
50c, Vivienne Verdon-Roe, Editor, P.O. Box 
29472, San Francisco, CA 94129.

*PI-PHI* ENERGY 
INTENSIFIER

Breakthrough!!!
New improved precision manufacturing tech
niques allow us to combine both pi and phi 
angles in the one pyramid shape so that the 
energy frequencies resonating within and with
out the pyramid are greatly multiplied as they 
reinforce each other.

Larger objects can be placed under the 
’4" square, magnetized base, executive 
model in Gold or Red. Offpy

Now only $9.95 plus 50c postage each

PI-PHI PYRAMID INC. ytv
1051 Clinton St.. Buffalo, N.Y. 14206



Midland Texas ENERGY ALTERNATIVES 
CONFERENCE... on the Frdntiers of Science... 
Eight, highly-regarded, North American Speak
ers to appear, Nov. 3, 4 & 5th, 1978. For reser- 
vations and Information, P.O. Box 8709, Mid
land, Texas 79703. (915)682-2802. See you 
there...
NEGATIVE ION GENERATORS, Pyramids, 
Biorhythms, Pyramid Books, Psycho-acousHcal 
music and much more. Catalog 25c.

CHEOPS PYRAMID CO.
8143 Big Bend Blvd. 
St. Louis, Mo. 63119

EGYPTIAN * EXOTIC JEWELRY * 
PRODUCTS *
NEO-PYRATECHNIC PRODUCTS *
Speciallzing in Egyptian Jewelry, Statuary, 
Camp Fabrics, Posters, T Shirts, and books... 
Please write for a more complete list of the Items 
we carry. All Jewelry in cloisonne, sterling silver 
or 24 carat gold plate. Also fired pottery jewelry 
and imported carved stone scarabs. Falence tile 
and stained glass also available. P.O. Box 622, 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252. Robert Short.

BOOK AND TAPE REVIEWS

THE ENERGY WITHIN YOU...by William Hans 
Weiss (paperback). Author Weiss has skilfully 
compressed a wealth of information within 32 
pages - The Psychology of Psi, Essays on 
Psychoenergetics and Psychotronics, Biofeed
back; The Energy Body, Pyramid-Orgone Vol- 
tage and a Gradient Energy Generator. Distrib- 
uted by Bio-Plasmic Systems Research, 8912 - 
118th Ave.N.E., Kirk land, Wash. 98033

BIOMUSIC SYNTHESIS...by David Bihary 
(paperback), 16 pages - $5.00 c/o the author, 
P.O.Box 1013, Fairport, Ohio 44077. This 
compact little booklet includes comments on an 
overture of assorted noise and the Doppler 
Glissando. Bihary wrltes: “The piano tuner 
adjusts the notes surrounding middle C; and 
then tunes the rest by octaves: as above, so 
below. He concentrates on precise frequencies 
until his brain became synchronized with them. 
“I noticed a pleasant Sensation at 7.5 Hertz, 
the same Schumann resonance enveloping our 
planet...”

THE PYRAMID GUIDE NEWSLETTER, LIFE 
UNDERSTANDING FOUNDATION and the 
Editorial Staff does not accept responsibility for 
Statements made on the quality of product or 
Service offered by advertisers.

Iconographic Theories-Computer Verified 
Fraccaro's Discovery-1977 Shadow-Phase Photos 

“THE GIZA PYRAMIDS, FINAL DECODING” by McCollum, Fraccaro, & Robin
son. 270 pages of text, diagrams, maps, secret chambers, the Sphinx decoded, 
Computer analysis by Phi-math expert E.D. Robinson, actual on-the-scene photos, 
and much more. $10 ppd in US & Canada. Overseas add $2, Send to PoA Pub Co., 
Box 163, Dearborn Hts Mi48i27,Fjrst printiiig, quantities limited.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
□ The Pyramid Guide, bi-monthly, International Newsletter.....  Single Copies $1.00 each
□ New or Renewal subscription, yearly prepaid $6.00, Canadian $7.00, and overseas by airtnail

only, $10.00. ORDER FROM: Life Understanding Foundation, P.O. Box 30305, 
741 Rosarita Lane, Santa Barbara, CA 93105. Phone (805) 682-5151

Mail Postpaid to:.................................................................................................................................
Street or P.O........................................................................................................................................
City & State........................................................................................................................................
Zip.......................

PLEASE NOTE...PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

REVEALER CASSETTES...from Barhatch 
Farm, Cranleigh, Surry GU6 7NG, England: @ 
$8.00 each: ‘Parasciences’ and the Sciences - 
both old and new. Free energies and phenomena 
todays scientists are generaUy unable or unwil- 
ling to explain. Contributors in Interviews 
explain dowsing in Europe, the ‘Revealer’ 
field instrument, symbolism and unfamiliar 
radiations in nature, art and science.

NEW! PYRAMID ICE/ENERGY TRAY. Pyra- 
mid-Shaped Compartments (12) freeze MINI- 
PYRAMIDS. (Ice ejects so easy). PYRAMID 
ICE IMPROVES TASTE of and MELLO WS all 
drinks — OR INVERT TRAY and use PYRA
MID POINTS as ENERGIZER BASE for 
Water, Coffee, Tea, Juices, Soups-, Tobacco», 
plus many more. YOU EXPERIMENT! Avail
able in Tangerine, Yellow, Blue, White. ONLY 
$5.66 PP. TRI-R-ANGLE, INC., Box 307, 
Glendale, AZ. 85311

PYM
The first replica Cheops built of 

hundreds of energized stones, polished 
to enhance its natural color and texture

• Hollow King’s Chamber
• Combines healing force of gems and stones with 

natural Pyramid Energy
• Creates a harmony of color, light and form
• Available in three sizes, prices postpaid.

□ 4-1NCH BASE .......................................... $4.95
□ 5-1 NCH BASE........................................ .-. .$5.95
□ 6-1 NCH BASE .......................................... $6.95

A SYMBOL OF YOUR BELIEF 
IN NEW-AGE ENERGIES 

Attractive enough to place anywhere 
in your home or Office

Send check or money Order to: 
PYRA STONE®'
P.O. Box 8355
St. Louis, MO 63132

DEALER 
INQUIRIES 
INVITED

“ENER-MAGNETIC PYRAMIDS and their 
daily use,” by Al Rattray, 90 pages paperback, 
an outstanding booklet demonstrating pyramid 
tests with magnets, water, beverages, vegetables, 
fruit, pets, poultry, eggs, honey, spices; health 
foods, Vitamins, cosmetics, metals, etc... 10 
chapters. For information, write to: ALL-RAYS 
PYRAMIDS ITD., Box 2447, Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V6B 3W7._______________________
PYRAMID SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, 
INC. Pyramid generators, vibro-energizers, 
pyramid grids, power crystals, color pyramids, 
T-shirts, pendants, necklaces, and the dream 
machine. Free brochure: Nick Edwards, t.m., 
8222 Nestle Ave., Reseda, California 91335.
The PSYCHIC OBSERVER and CHIMES. Fin- 
est spiritual and scientific information in the 
psychic field. One year (12 issues) $7.50/Cana- 
dlan and foreign $9.50. Box 8606, Washington. 
D.C. 20011.
MAP DOWSING and OIL LOCATING hand 
books, by Verne L. Cameron and Bill Cox, $2.75 
each. Unique and functionally Practical Dowsing 
approaches to the object of your search, both 
locally and at a distance.

CASSETTETAPES by BILL COX, recorded live, 
on: SHAMBALLA, FORM ENERGY, and THE 
TWO ASPECTS OF MIND (INTUITION vs 
INTELLECT). Now available @ $6.00 each. 
Add 50<T for postage and handling.

Step-by-step Dowsing books
TECHNIQUES OF PENDULUM DOWSING and 
TECHNIQUES OF SW1NG-ROD DOWSING by 
Bill Cox. Two books (sc), dealing with the fasci- 
nating science of Dowsing. Each one thoroughly 
describes methods and the type of equipment 
used to locate Underground water, minerals, 
missing persons and pets... how to find and date 
ruins and buried artifacts, test soil, planting 
areas and the quality of foods and liquids. The 
applications for dowsing are endless. Both 
books, profusely illustrated, are written in an 
interesting informative männer by world renown 
dowsing expert Bill Cox. $2.50 each.

AQUAVIDEO, Locating Underground Water by 
Cameron & Cox, (soft cover), $6.95. One of the 
most comprehensive, step-by-step, fully illus
trated Dowsing Methods ever written.

Order above books from LIFE UNDERSTAND
ING FOUNDATION, P.O. Box 30305, Santa 
Barbara, Ca. 93105. Please add 50t for postage 
and handling, foreign add $1.00. Californians 
kindly include 6% sales tax.

GNOSTICA (Gnosis: the attainment of 
Higher Knowledge) MAGAZINE is the com
prehensive guide to the "OCCULT" today.

Intelligible to the intelligent layperson, 
intelligent to the specialist, and intellectual 
for the Scholar, GNOSTICA is a continuing 
text of practical Magick: Qabalah, Tantra, 
Wicca, Ritual, Tarot, Geomancy— all the 
Esoteric Sciences. Regular columns bring 
news of what is happening now; reviews of 
new and important books guide the reader 
to the best available;

60,000 wörds per issue, Professional 
artwork; 6 issues per year $10.00 USA, 
$12.50 foreign ($17.00 by air), sample 
$2.00. ■ From America's oldest and most 
respected occult publisher. Llewellyn Publi
cations, P.O. Box 43383-PG-EX, St. Paul, 
MN 55164.



EXCITING DISCO VERY... Nick Edwards (above) President of Pyramid 
Systems International rests a moment during a recent expedltlon to the 
Chandeleur Islands in the gulf, east of New Orleans. The searching party 
scouted the Island area for one or more shaiiow ocean bottom Pyramids 
earlier detected on sateilite photos by George Gele’ of Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana, (see story Page 1.)

AS ABOVE SO BELOW...or so It appears, with Paul Kelly (L.) Susan 
Wbeeler and blend (R.) United Klngdom, Pyramid products dlstribu- 
tors sandwiched between floor model and overhead Pyramid replicas. 
Photo was taken at the recent Mind-Body Festival In London. Observe 
the three light discs appearing in the foreground in the männer of mys- 
terious lights which frequently appear when photographs are taken in 
and around Pyramid models.

THE SEAS MAY HOLD THE GREAT SECRETS 
OF THE AGES...CHANDELEUR ISLANDS...

The northem rim of the Island chain is intersected by the 30°N. 
Latitude, world pyramid beit and lies at approximately 89° Longi- 
tude. The Islands are situated some 75 miles east-southeast of 
New Orleans, and are located directly south of Biloxi, Mississippi.

Will the Chandeleur Island-ocean sector provide another link in 
the world chain of ancient Pyramids ringing our planet? The 30 
degrees north latitude line encircling the globe intersects the 
northem are of the Island duster. It is of paramount importance 
that the newest of subsea Pyramids may soon be verifled as lying 
along the 30 degree meridlan, for a wealth of new information 
supports the long-held theory that the ancients had some kind of 
cosmological purpose in mind when the Pyramid beit and/or grid 
System was conceived and built at 30° north parallel by men of 
wisdom in prehistoric times.

Sateilite photos of a Peruvian Jungle have disclosed more Pyra
mid discoveries in the south latitudes. An article describing these 
and remnants of a lost city of antiquity will appear In the next 
issue.
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